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Eagle Scout Project
Logan Wadick and his team are making good progress on the gazebo. He’s had a lot of
labor donated and the goal is to have it built by the end of Fall and paint it next year. As part
of the detail work, Logan is planning to replicate the UHS building trim

The estimated cost is $3,500. Logan can still accept donations of materials. Anyone wishing
to make a financial donation can send it to UHS. Logan reported in August that he has about
$1,000 left to raise. Thanks to UniKids Care Club for their recent gift.

IN MEMORIAM
We were saddened to learn of the passing of Life Member Helen Gillette. She was
a long-time supporter of UHS and member of the Unity community. Helen will be
sorely missed.

Life Member and Founding Member Thelma Whitehouse passed away in August.
Born in Thorndike and living most of her life in Unity, her family and friends will
miss her very much.



SEPTEMBER SPEAKER
Our very own Kevin Spigel is our speaker and provider of refreshments for September.

UHS HISTORY—from  2013
A reprint from the July 2013 newsletter that’s worth another look:

A hot night for a “cool” look at the architectural legacy of Frank Lloyd Wright and
Bob Fordyce’s visual interpretation.

Bob reminisced about the time he had met ‘Mr. Wright’, and how those who knew
him called him by his proper name, those who did not know him called him Frank
Lloyd Wright. Mr. Wright was a brilliant architect with many ideas and styles that
were quite out of the ordinary for his time. Bob showed us many slides of the
famous homes he produced including his school, Taliesin. Mr. Wright used the
design of the land to influence his creations. He always wanted to make use of the
stones that were familiar to the locale, and he always built on the crest of a hill
when  possible. He thought that the structure should improve the land, if not it
should be torn down. Bob noted one of Mr. Wright’s sayings, “God perfected the
land and even I am not so arrogant to change that!”

Mr. Wright was not only an architect, but an artist as well. He created the interior
art and china patterns of the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo. He drew the illustrations for a
magazine popular in the 1890’s entitled, “House Beautiful”. (Bob noted that there
were only 90 copies published and he is one of the rare individual owners) Mr.
Wright often   designed the furniture  that  would compliment these homes; these
were works of art in their own rights.  Bob even showed us a very interesting
sculpture made from harrow discs that Mr. Wright had developed.  Most of Mr.
Wright’s buildings had a few things in common. They all followed grids that were
predetermined but altered to fit the land. Another commonality was that when you
entered a Frank Lloyd Wright home you were engulfed by the building upon entry,
but once inside it was a different story. The dark, small, all encompassing entryways
opened up to great light and grandeur once inside the front door. High ceilings and
lights would startle one after    being drawn into the home by a small passageway.
Bob told us about many of the famous homes and owners like “Falling  Waters” and
the Ford family, but his favorite one was the Palmer House.  Bob had the great
pleasure of meeting Mr. Wright in this particular home and got a twenty-minute
lecture to boot.

I am sure that Bob holds many treasured memories of Mr. Wright and the times he
visited and photographed those celebrated homes, however, I feel many of us will
carry our own memories of a man and his enthusiasm for world renowned
architecture. Thank you, Mr. Fordyce.



AUGUST PROGRAM NOTES
The August speaker, Alex Koch is in the 2019 Class at Unity College
in the Parks and  Forest Resources program.  His presentation focused
traditional songs of the lumbering industry

Alex as lived in Unity for the last 13 years and has always been
interested in history, especially lumbering. He has long collected
Maine-made tools includes axes, and studies logging songs. Many of
these songs were lumbering poetry set to music.  In 2017, Alex won the National Collegiate
Book Collecting Contest.*

Alex played portions of songs from the Mallet Brothers Band’s “Falling of the Pine” CD
These songs started as poems in the Minstrelsy of Maine by Fannie Hardy Eckstorm who lived
in logging camps with her father and was a folklorist.

He told us of large pines in Maine were considered ‘Kings wood” and
marked as such. It was illegal to cut these down for ordinary use aa they
were destined for use as masts in His Majesty’s fleet. More information on
the subject can be found at the Maine Memory Network
[https://www.mainememory.net/sitebuilder/site/283/page/546/display]

Next he told stories of Larry Gorman, a prolific songwriter from Nova Scotia and again
played samples of the music.  Gorman wrote about working in the woods as well as the people
he worked with. Depending on what he wrote, he apparently wasn’t all that popular.

Another folklorist and songwriter Alex told us about was Edward “Sandy” Ives. Born in New
York he eventually served as a professor of Folklore at the University of Maine. Some in the
room has memories of him in that capacity.  He wrote books on Gorman, Lawrence Doyle, a
poet from Prince Edward Island, and Joe Scott, known as the ’The Woodsman Songmaker’.

Alex also read excerpts from several of the volumes he’d
brought with him and then answered questions from the
audience.

Our thanks to Alex for such in interesting and important
history lesson.

*The National Collegiate Book Collecting Contest was
established in 2005 by Fine Books &
Collections magazine to recognize outstanding book
collecting efforts by college and university students, the
program aims to encourage young collectors to become
accomplished  bibliophiles.
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Find UHS on Facebook : UnityHistoricalSociety

2018 Meetings
Meetings begin at 7:00pm

APRIL 24
MAY 22*

JUNE 26
JULY —OPEN HOUSE

AUGUST 28
SEPTEMBER 25
OCTOBER 23*

* Month has 5 Tuesdays


